
Job Title: Environmental Sustainability Content Creator & Community Manager (remote)

About us:

The Earth Foundation is a nonprofit organization based in Geneva, Switzerland, which aims to inspire,

educate, mentor, and empower students, schools, researchers, and young entrepreneurs with innovative

ideas to tackle environmental challenges. Its first initiative is The Earth Prize, a global $200,000

environmental sustainability competition for students between the ages of 13 and 19. The Earth Prize

will recognize the participants with the best solutions to accelerate positive change towards

environmental sustainability.

The role:

We are looking for a young, outspoken, creative, fresh-thinking content-creator to conceptualize, design,

and create posts for our social media platforms and interact with our communities. The ideal candidate

is someone highly motivated and who genuinely cares and understands our mission and who can

translate our organization's spirit and the message behind The Earth Prize on our social media content.

Skills & Experience:

● You have a proven interest in environmental topics, education, entrepreneurship, impact and

follow recent developments in the fields on a daily basis

● You are passionate about sustainability and are confident in sharing your thoughts and opinions

on it

● You are dynamic, curious, and creative, and can engage in a humorous and witty manner (big

plus: your meme game is on point!)

● You have excellent communication and copywriting skills in English (big plus: you have a passion

for storytelling)

● You have the knowledge and tools necessary to design creative content for different social media

platforms (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, TikTok, Youtube). The content will include, but

is not limited to, posts, stories, reels, and TikTok videos

● You are flexible and proactive in suggesting new ideas

● Asset: You have professional experience, academic background, or formal training in community

management and content creation

Duties:

● Designing creative content for The Earth Prize’s social media platforms (Instagram, Facebook,

Twitter, LinkedIn, Tiktok), from audiovisual assets to captions/copy



● Aligning our social media platforms’ tone of voice to The Earth Prize’s message, values, and

targeted groups

● Engaging with our followers (DMs, comments, reposting tagged stories, etc.) and with other

relevant profiles (reshare and reply to key people’s messages, tweets, posts, etc.)

● Engaging with influencers, content creators, organizations, etc. that are passionate about

sustainability in all areas or individuals who would be interested to promote and share our

content

● Reacting and responding to relevant news in the environmental sustainability field quickly and

integrating them in our social media content

● Working closely with The Earth Foundation team to brainstorm new ideas and strategies.

Salary: To be discussed

Start Date: As soon as possible

Hours: To be discussed

To apply, please send the following,  along with any other documents you deem necessary, to

info@earth-foundation.org:

● CV

● Two references

● Motivation letter including your availability and a paragraph (up to 150 words) describing

how you would refresh The Earth Prize Instagram profile

(https://www.instagram.com/theearthprize)
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